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An adaptive procedure for controlling the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) when rating the subjectively

perceived listening effort (Adaptive Categorical Listening Effort Scaling) is described. For this, the

listening effort is rated on a categorical scale with 14 steps after the presentation of three sentences

in a background masker. In a first phase of the procedure, the individual SNR range for ratings

from “no effort” to “extreme effort” is estimated. In the following phases, stimuli with randomly

selected SNRs within this range are presented. One or two linear regression lines are fitted to the

data describing subjective listening effort as a function of SNR. The results of the adaptive proce-

dure are independent of the initial SNR. Although a static procedure using fixed, predefined SNRs

produced similar results, the adaptive procedure avoided lengthy pretests for suitable SNRs and

limited possible bias in the rating procedures. The adaptive procedure resolves individual differ-

ences, as well as differences between maskers. Inter-individual standard deviations are about three

times as large as intra-individual standard deviations and the intra-class correlation coefficient for

test-retest reliability is, on average, 0.9. VC 2017 Acoustical Society of America.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4986938]

[AKL] Pages: 4680–4693

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the effort involved in listening to speech

has received increasing attention. Many listeners with hear-

ing impairment perceive noisy environments as tiring and

describe understanding speech as effortful (Pichora-Fuller

et al., 2016). Individually differing amounts of mental proc-

essing resources are involved in listening under adverse con-

ditions (Lemke and Besser, 2016) and physiological stress

responses can be evoked (Mackersie and Calderon-Moultrie,

2016). These phenomena were addressed by different

authors by measuring the listening effort. However, different

methods and definitions like “ease of listening,” “listening

effort,” or “listening difficulty” were used that did not neces-

sarily lead to the same results. A white paper issued by the

Cognition in Hearing Special Interest Group of the British

Society of Audiology (McGarrigle et al., 2014) defined lis-

tening effort as “the mental exertion required to attend to,

and understand, an auditory message.” In addition, an

Eriksholm workshop on Hearing Impairment and Cognitive

Energy proposed defining listening effort more generically

as “the deliberate allocation of mental resources to overcome

obstacles in goal pursuit when carrying out a [listening]

task” (Pichora-Fuller et al., 2016).

Listening effort can be measured using objective or sub-

jective methods (see Klink et al., 2012a,b, for an overview).

Objective methods are single- or dual-task paradigms or

physiological measurements. Subjective methods include

questionnaires and rating scales, e.g., the standardized and

validated “Speech, Spatial and Qualities of Hearing Scale

(SSQ)” (Gatehouse and Noble, 2004), the “NASA Task

Load Index” (NASA-TLX; Hart and Staveland, 1988), or a

categorical scale (Schulte et al., 2009; Luts et al., 2010).

In this article, the term “listening effort” is used solely

for the subjectively perceived effort that is required to follow

a few sentences of one speaker in background noise. This

approach was used although listener ratings might be influ-

enced by the speech intelligibility, or the task difficulty and

the amount of mental resources required to perform the

speech test might remain hidden (McGarrigle et al., 2014).

However, Johnson et al. (2015) and Holube et al. (2016)

showed that the assessment of subjective listening effort

using a categorical scale is practicable, quick, and easy to

administer. The applied subjective method was also superior

over a word recall measure and a physiological skin conduc-

tance measure because of its ability to differentiate diverse

(i.e., easier and more difficult) listening situations.

a)Parts of the study were presented at the annual meeting of the Deutsche

Gesellschaft f€ur Audiologie (DGA, 2015) in Bochum, Germany.
b)Electronic mail: m.krueger@hoerzentrum-oldenburg.de
c)Also at: Cluster of Excellence “Hearing4All,” Carl-von-Ossietzky

University Oldenburg, D-26111 Oldenburg, Germany.
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In previous studies, subjective listening effort was mea-

sured in listening situations with pre-defined conditions, e.g.,

several fixed signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) (Sato et al., 2005;

Zekveld et al., 2011; Luts et al., 2010; van Schoonhoven

et al., 2016). It is known that the range and the order of stim-

uli influence subjective ratings, and that in order to avoid

biases, stimuli should be evenly distributed and randomly

presented in the individual range of perception (Parducci and

Perrett, 1971; Montgomery, 1975; Poulton, 1989; Zielinski,

2016). In the present case, the limits of the individual per-

ception range can be attributed to “no effort” and “extreme

effort.” The number of stimuli at those limits, which do not

contribute to modeling subjective listening effort in depen-

dence on the SNR within the limits, should be small, to

restrict the measurement duration. Therefore, in order to

realize a proper stimulus placement using fixed predefined

stimuli, a premeasurement is typically required.

In the present study, a procedure for Adaptive

Categorical Listening Effort Scaling (ACALES) is intro-

duced that aims for proper stimulus placement by including

premeasurements directly within the procedure. The proce-

dure is based on the adaptive procedure for categorical loud-

ness scaling (ACALOS; Brand and Hohmann, 2002).

ACALOS quantifies loudness perception for different levels

ranging from “inaudible” to “too loud.” ACALOS controls

each presentation level based on previous ratings of per-

ceived loudness. Accordingly, ACALES controls each pre-

sentation SNR based on previous ratings of perceived

listening effort. On the basis of the listener’s ratings in the

first trials of the measurement, ACALES iteratively adapts

to the parameter range. At the beginning of the procedure,

the boundaries of the parameter range (SNR values in this

study) for ratings of “no effort” and “extreme effort” are esti-

mated. In the subsequent measurement phase, stimuli are

distributed evenly in the parameter range thus estimated and

are presented in randomized order. Only the initial SNR has

to be set.

Various scales have been proposed to rate listening

effort. They differ in the number of categories and the corre-

sponding notations. A 13-point scale was used by Luts et al.
(2010). The scale ranges from “no effort” to “extreme effort”

and was also applied by, e.g., Rennies et al. (2014),

Schepker et al. (2016), and Holube et al. (2016) and is also

used for ACALES. When using this or similar scales, a par-

ticular challenge for the measurement protocol is the selec-

tion of relevant test conditions. Larsby et al. (2005)

observed that the perceived effort deviated for different

background noises and for quiet. Furthermore, they observed

increased effort for hearing-impaired (HI) listeners com-

pared to normal-hearing (NH) listeners. Rating scores might

also manifest individual differences (McGarrigle et al.,
2014) determined by an individual’s experiences and expect-

ations. Larsby et al. (2005) speculated, for example, that the

observed difference between HI and NH listeners might at

least in part be related to the unfamiliar listening condition

without hearing aids for the hearing-impaired listeners.

Before applying the new ACALES procedure to different

subject groups, and before exploring the potential easing in

subjective listening effort with hearing aids, the procedure

itself has to be examined. Therefore, this study describes the

ACALES procedure and its evaluation using NH listeners.

The main questions are:

(1) Does the initial SNR influence the result? The hypothesis

is that the initial SNR is used as an anchor and that lis-

teners’ responses tend to rate it with medium effort.

(2) Are the results of the adaptive procedure different from

the procedure using fixed static SNRs comparing the

SNRs of the rating categories? This constant stimuli pro-

cedure is regarded as the gold standard.

(3) Can ACALES resolve differences of perceived listening

effort between the NH listeners used in this study?

Differences can be resolved if the intra-individual stan-

dard deviation of results is smaller than the inter-

individual standard deviation.

(4) Can ACALES resolve differences of perceived listening

effort between different background noises? The hypoth-

esis is that the perceived listening effort is not only

determined by the SNR but that the noise type causes

different ratings that can be significantly resolved by the

procedure.

(5) Are the results of the adaptive procedure reliable? The

hypothesis is that the listeners are able to reproduce their

listening effort ratings in test-retest conditions.

II. METHODS

The research questions formulated in Sec. I were

addressed in two experiments described in the following sec-

tions. Table I gives an overview of the participants, the

maskers and the objectives of the experiments.

A. Participants

All 25 participants had normal hearing, defined as a pure

tone average (PTA4; average of 500 Hz, 1, 2, and 4 kHz) of

less than 20 dB hearing level.

TABLE I. Participants, maskers and objectives examined in the two experiments.

Participants Stationary maskers Fluctuating maskers Objectives

Experiment 1 10 NH listeners � Olnoise � ISTS A. Determination of fit function

B. Effect of initial SNR

C. Static vs. adaptive procedure

Experiment 2 15 NH listeners � Olnoise � IFFM D. Masker comparison

� Cafeteria � Icra5-250 E. Intra- and inter-individual standard deviation

F. Test-retest reliability
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1. Participants for experiment 1

For experiment 1, ten subjects aged between 19 and 31

years (mean age: 23.8 years; male/female: 2/8) were

invited to the H€orzentrum Oldenburg for one session. The

mean PTA4 of this group was 0.7 dB for the left [standard

deviation (SD): 2.0 dB] and 1.5 dB for the right ear (SD:

3.1 dB). Five of the ten subjects had no experience in the

field of speech tests and listening effort ratings and were

students from different faculties of Carl von Ossietzky

University in Oldenburg. The other five subjects were

students of the “Hearing Technology and Audiology”

study program in Oldenburg and were familiar with the

Oldenburg sentence test (OLSA), but not with the listening

effort ratings.

2. Participants for experiment 2

This group consisted of 15 listeners aged between 21

and 31 years (mean age: 24.6 years; male/female: 9/6). They

were invited to the H€orzentrum Oldenburg for three sessions.

The mean PTA4 of these subjects was 1.9 dB for the left

(SD: 4.5 dB) and 2.3 dB for the right ear (SD: 3.1 dB). The

subjects were recruited from different faculties of Carl von

Ossietzky University in Oldenburg and had no experience

with listening effort rating measurements.

B. Stimuli

1. General

Subjects listened to three different sentences of the

OLSA (Wagener et al., 1999a,b; Wagener et al., 1999c)

before each rating of their subjective listening effort. All

OLSA sentences were spoken by one male speaker and

consisted of five words belonging to a predefined word

class (name – verb – numeral – adjective – object) and

presented in the same order. One example is “Nina malt

zehn nasse Sessel” (“Nina paints ten wet armchairs” in

English). For each of the five word classes, ten possible

word alternatives existed. A presentation of three senten-

ces was chosen to allow for a reasonable amount of time to

listen to the stimuli and to decide how effortful the listen-

ing was.

The sentences were presented in randomly chosen time

segments of different maskers. The presentation of the

maskers started 2 s before the presentation of the first sen-

tence and was switched off at the end of the third and last

sentence. Hence, the masker was not present during the

response time of the subjects but started again within 1 s

after the response of the subjects. The average duration of

one sentence was 2.2 s (SD: 0.2 s) and the time interval

between the sentences was 0.7 s, resulting in a total presenta-

tion time of 10 s for the masker.

All maskers were calibrated to a level of 65 dB sound

pressure level (SPL). Since the sentences were presented at

several SNRs (see descriptions on the procedures below), the

overall level of masker and sentence was 65 dB SPL or

higher, depending on the selected SNR.

2. Maskers in experiment 1

In experiment 1, the OLSA sentences were presented in

two different maskers: the fluctuating International Speech

Test Signal (ISTS; Holube et al., 2010) and the stationary

Olnoise (Wagener et al., 1999a,b; Wagener et al., 1999c).

The ISTS was based on recordings of six different female

speakers reading the fable of “North Wind and Sun” in their

mother tongue (American English, Arabic, Mandarin,

French, German, and Spanish). Because of segmentation and

mixing of the six different recordings, the signal was mostly

incomprehensible, but the temporal and spectral characteris-

tics were similar to the characteristics of one single female

speaker. The Olnoise was generated from the speech stimuli

used in the OLSA (for more details see Wagener et al.,
1999a). As a result, the Olnoise provides the same long-term

average spectrum as the speech of the OLSA and has a

nearly stationary temporal characteristic.

3. Maskers in experiment 2

In experiment 2, the OLSA sentences were presented in

two stationary and two fluctuating maskers. The two station-

ary maskers were Olnoise and Cafeteria noise. The Cafeteria

noise was recorded in the cafeteria of Carl von Ossietzky

University in Oldenburg. The two fluctuating maskers were

International Female Fluctuating Masker (IFFM) and

Icra5-250. For IFFM, the ISTS was modified by shortening

the maximal pause durations to 250 ms (Holube, 2011). For

Icra5-250, the Icra5 signal, a noise signal with an envelope

characteristics of one male speaker (Dreschler et al., 2001),

was also modified by shortening the maximal pause dura-

tions to 250 ms (Wagener et al., 2006).

C. Categorical rating scale

Subjective listening effort was measured by asking “How

much effort does it require for you to follow the speaker?”

(“Wie anstrengend ist es f€ur Sie, dem Sprecher zu folgen?” in

German). This phrasing commonly also includes understand-

ing the words themselves, especially as the content of the sen-

tences was easy to understand. The responses were given on a

categorical rating scale with seven labeled categories and six

intermediate steps, as used by Luts et al. (2010) and comple-

mented by the category “only noise” (“nur St€orger€ausch” in

German; see Fig. 1 for the original screenshot of the German

version and the English translation). The category “only

noise” was introduced to allow for a response when no speech

cues were perceived. Accordingly, this response was not

related to any perceived listening effort. Pretests including a

comparison of the scale with and without the additional cate-

gory “only noise” revealed that subjects described the addi-

tional category as helpful. When “only noise” was not

included in the scale, subjects rated situations with undetect-

able speech as “extremely effortful” not allowing for a differ-

entiation from situations with low speech levels, which are

really extremely effortful to listen to.

Effort scale categorical units (ESCU) were assigned to

the categories as numerical entities. The category “no effort”

(“m€uhelos” in German) corresponded to 1 ESCU, “very little
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effort” (“sehr wenig anstrengend”) to 3 ESCUs, “little effort”

(“wenig anstrengend”) to 5 ESCUs, “moderate effort”

(“mittelgradig anstrengend”) to 7 ESCUs, “considerable

effort” (“deutlich anstrengend”) to 9 ESCUs, “very much

effort” (“sehr anstrengend”) to 11 ESCUs, “extreme effort”

(“extrem anstrengend”) to 13 ESCUs. The numbers in ESCUs

were not visible to the subjects. The listening effort was rated

for a predefined range of SNRs (static procedure) or for an

individually adjusted range of SNRs (adaptive procedure).

D. Adaptive procedure

The adaptive procedure for rating the listening effort

(ACALES) was based on the adaptive procedure for categor-

ical loudness scaling (ACALOS) of Brand and Hohmann

(2002). Within these procedures, the term “adaptive” does

not describe an adaptive variation of one presentation level

as carried out, for instance, in a speech test to determine the

Speech Reception Threshold (SRT). As in the ACALOS pro-

cedure, the operative range of parameter settings, levels in

ACALOS, and SNRs in ACALES, was changed adaptively

in ACALES. The ACALES procedure was divided into three

phases:

In the first phase, the boundaries of the SNR range for

the ratings “no effort” and “extreme effort” or “only noise”

were determined (see Fig. 2 for an example). The SNR was

adaptively modified based on the ratings of the subjects in

two interleaved search processes, which were run in alternate

order. In one search process, the SNR was increased in 3 dB

steps until the subjects rated the presentation as “no effort.”

In the other search process, the level was decreased in 3 dB

steps until “extreme effort” or “only noise” was selected.

This phase ended when the boundaries 1 and 13 or 14 of the

rating scale were found. In the example shown in Fig. 2, this

was the case at �12 dB and 9 dB. The step size was chosen

to be 3 dB, as this corresponds to the Just-Noticeable-

Difference for SNRs (McShefferty et al., 2015). If the sub-

ject rated the first presentation as “no effort” or “extreme

effort”/“only noise,” the SNR was modified with a step size

of 5 dB until the subject selected a response between 2 and

12 ESCU.

The boundaries were then used in the second phase of

the procedure to estimate the SNRs for the five categories

“very little effort,” “little effort,” “moderate effort,”

“considerable effort,” and “very much effort” by linear inter-

polation. These five SNRs were presented once to the sub-

jects in random order. The subjects were not aware of the

intended targets for listening effort rating but rated their

FIG. 1. Rating scale for listening effort

in English (left) and the original ver-

sion in German (right).

FIG. 2. Example of the first phase of the adaptive method to determine the

boundaries of the rating scale (“no effort” and “extreme effort”/“only

noise”). The numbers in the figure indicate the rated listening effort in

ESCU for each presentation of three sentences, respectively.
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subjective listening effort on the scale described in Sec. II C

based on the presented stimuli.

In the third phase, a straight line was fit to the ratings of

the second phase by linear regression and the SNRs for “no

effort” and “extreme effort” were re-estimated. On the basis

the new boundaries, SNRs for the five categories “very little

effort,” “little effort,” “moderate effort,” “considerable

effort,” “very much effort” were re-calculated and an SNR

for the sixth category “extreme effort” was added and pre-

sented to the listeners. Re-estimation of the boundaries and

re-calculation of the six SNRs was repeated, resulting in two

presentations for each of the six categories within the third

phase. To avoid too-soft or too-loud sound presentations, the

minimal speech level was set to 40 dB SPL (�25 dB SNR)

and the maximal speech level to 95 dB SPL (30 dB SNR).

Those minimal and maximal SNRs thus replaced presenta-

tions of estimated higher or lower values.

E. Static procedure

Within the static method, the first presentation was

either at �5, 0, 5, or 10 dB SNR for Olnoise (see Table II).

For ISTS, presentations at �20, �10, 0, or 10 dB SNR were

used. These initial SNRs were selected to be comparable to

the initial SNRs for the adaptive procedure (see Table III).

The SNRs for the subsequent presentations were set between

�10 and 8 dB SNR with 3 dB difference for Olnoise, or

between �23 and 7 dB SNR with 6 dB difference for ISTS.

Each SNR given in columns 3�9 in Table II was presented

three times. The order was randomized.

The SNR range was selected with the intention of cover-

ing the whole range between “no effort” and “extreme

effort.” The range for Olnoise was chosen based on the

results of Schulte et al. (2009) and Luts et al. (2010).

Pretests with normal-hearing listeners not included in the

further analysis revealed that the perceived listening effort

depended on the masker type, with a shift to lower SNRs

and a larger SNR range for ISTS relative to Olnoise.

Therefore, the step size between the SNRs was 6 dB for

ISTS compared to 3 dB for Olnoise.

F. Experiments

Prior to data collection, all participants received infor-

mation about the study and consent was obtained. After mea-

suring the pure tone audiogram (250 Hz to 8 kHz), listening

effort was rated under different conditions.

At first, training was performed to demonstrate the test

procedure and to familiarize the subjects with the maskers

and the rating scale. The training consisted of the first five

SNRs of an adaptive procedure for each masker. The initial

SNR for training was always 0 dB SNR and the following

four SNRs were selected as shown in Fig. 2: 3, �3, 6, and

�6 dB SNR. As in the following measurements, the senten-

ces were selected randomly from the set of sentences in the

Oldenburg speech test.

1. Experiment 1

In experiment 1, the static and the adaptive procedure

were used. For the adaptive method, different initial SNRs

were selected (see Table III), to evaluate their influence on

the outcome. The initial SNRs were chosen in the center as

well as on the boundaries of the SNR ranges for Olnoise and

ISTS used in the static procedure (see Table II), to examine

possible floor or ceiling effects.

Thus each subject completed ten runs during one ses-

sion. A run consisted of one adaptive procedure as described

in Sec. II D or one static procedure as described in Sec. II E.

The ten runs were divided into one run for each of the two

maskers using the static method and four runs for each of the

two maskers using the adaptive method. The four runs using

the adaptive method differed in their initial SNR. To avoid

training effects, the order of conditions was randomized

(static vs adaptive method, Olnoise vs ISTS, and initial

SNRs). The subjects were not informed about the different

conditions and identical written instructions were used.

2. Experiment 2

In experiment 2, only the adaptive procedure was used.

Subjects were appointed for three visits to evaluate test-

retest reliability. In each session, the subjects rated the per-

ceived listening effort for all four maskers, whereby the

presentation order was randomized. The initial SNR was

always 0 dB SNR.

G. Equipment

The measurements were performed in a soundproof

room at the H€orzentrum Oldenburg. All signals were D/A

converted (sound card ADI-8 Pro by RME, Haimhausen,

Germany), amplified (HB7 by Tucker-Davis, Alachua, FL)

and presented to the subjects from the frontal direction via a

loudspeaker (Mackie HR 824 by LOUD technologies,

Woodinville, WA). The subjects were seated at a distance of

1.4 m from the loudspeaker; the head position was not fixed.

For the graphical presentation of the response scale and the

response input by the subjects themselves, a touch screen

TABLE II. Selected SNRs for the static method using Olnoise and ISTS.

The second column gives the SNRs for the first presentation, and the number

of subjects in parentheses for whom this SNR was selected. The subsequent

presentations were selected randomly from the values given in the respective

rows.

First SNR (dB) Subsequent SNRs (dB)

Olnoise �5 (3), 0 (3),

5 (2), 10 (2)

�10 �7 �4 �1 2 5 8

ISTS �20 (3), �10 (3),

0 (2), 10 (2)

�23 �17 �11 �5 1 7 —

TABLE III. Selected initial SNRs for the adaptive method using Olnoise

and ISTS. The level of the masker was always 65 dB SPL.

Initial SNRs (dB)

Olnoise �5 0 5 10

ISTS �20 �10 0 10
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was used. The level of the Olnoise was calibrated to 65 dB

SPL with the listener absent, using a measurement micro-

phone (type 4189 by Br€uel and Kjær, Nærum, Denmark) at

the position of the listener, and a sound level meter

(“Modular Precision Sound Analyzer”; model 2260 by Br€uel

and Kjær, Nærum, Denmark).

H. Analysis and statistics

In a first step, the individual results of each subject for

rated listening effort as a function of the SNR were analyzed.

Example results of two subjects in two measurement condi-

tions using the adaptive procedure are shown in Fig. 3. The

BX fitting method developed by Oetting et al. (2014) was

used to fit a function to the individual data points, but not

including the rating category “only noise” (o.n.). This

method fits a function to the data points by minimizing the

deviation of the data points on the SNR axis and not on the

categorical response axis. The BX fitting method applied a

linear regression line for the categories 1 to 7 ESCU and

another regression line including the categories 7 to 13

ESCU, resulting in a two-slope function. The crossing point

is smoothed between the categories 5 and 9 ESCU with

Bezier transition. This two-slope model function was

selected because visual inspection showed that it allowed for

minimal deviation from both, mean and median SNRs of all

subjects for each effort category under every condition. For

Olnoise, the resulting curve is very similar to a linear regres-

sion line, as the slopes of the upper and the lower part of the

curve are almost identical (see Sec. III). For the fluctuating

masker ISTS, the model function consisting of two regres-

sion lines with different slopes approximated the data much

better than a single linear regression line and was therefore

applied to all maskers. The two-slope model function ena-

bles the description of measurement results with three

parameters (upper slope, crossing point, and lower slope)

and facilitates comparisons between subjects and measure-

ment conditions. Mean two-slope functions for each mea-

surement condition were calculated by using all data points

of the individual listeners in the respective condition.

To validate the quality of the fit, Rp
2 of the prediction

was calculated using the ratio between the predicted residual

error sum of squares and the total sum of squares:

R2
p ¼ 1�

Xn

i¼1

SNRi � dSNRi;�i

� �2

Xn

i¼1

SNRi � SNR
� �2

; (1)

SNRi is the observed SNR and dSNRi;�i the value, which can

be estimated if all observations except i itself were included

in the model.

To compare different conditions (different initial SNRs for

the adaptive procedure, static vs adaptive procedure), the SNR

was calculated for seven rating categories (“no effort,” “very

little effort,” “little effort,” “moderate effort,” “considerable

effort,” “very much effort,” and “extreme effort”) for each sub-

ject and condition using the BX fitting method with the two-

slope function. After testing for normal distribution of the data,

an analysis of variance (ANOVA) for repeated measurements

was performed for all calculated SNRs. Data were analyzed

with the software SPSS, Version 22.

III. RESULTS

The individual fits, the impact of the initial SNR, and a

comparison between the static and the adaptive procedure

were analyzed using the data of experiment 1 (Secs.

III A–III C), whereas differences between masker types,

intra- and inter-individual differences as well as the test-

retest reliability were analyzed using the data of experiment

2 (Secs. III D–III F).

A. Individual fits

Figure 4 shows fitted two-slope functions for perceived

listening effort in experiment 1 using the adaptive procedure

and the maskers Olnoise and ISTS. For all subjects but two

and for each estimate, the quality parameter Rp
2 was between

0.868 and 0.948, with a mean of 0.878 in Olnoise and a

mean of 0.893 in ISTS. For the two remaining subjects, Rp
2

was 0.776 and 0.710 in Olnoise and between 0.801 and

0.838 in ISTS. These results indicate that the BX fitting

method using the two-slope function approximated the data

well and was applicable to Olnoise as well as to ISTS.

The observed two-slope functions revealed large inter-

individual differences. The SNRs for “extreme effort”

ranged from �11 to �3 dB SNR for the Olnoise and from

�25 to �15 dB SNR for the ISTS. Even larger SNR ranges

were observed for the rating category “no effort” (3 to 19 dB

SNR for Olnoise and 2 to 27 dB SNR for ISTS).

To simplify the display of different conditions, overall

estimated two-slope functions were calculated using the data

of all subjects in the respective condition as input for the BX

fitting method (see Fig. 5). The resulting overall estimated

two-slope functions for Olnoise and ISTS are also shown as

black lines in Fig. 4. The overall estimates are a good

approximation to the mean SNR values in each rating cate-

gory shown as a dashed line in Fig. 5. The advantage of

FIG. 3. Two examples for listening effort data for sentences presented in

Olnoise and ISTS at different SNRs. Model functions composed of two lin-

ear regression lines were fitted to the data points.
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fitting the two-slope model function to the data compared to

calculating the mean across the data points is that the SNR

can be extrapolated for each rating category even if not

enough data points are available for robust calculations of

the mean in single subject results.

B. Comparison of initial SNRs

Figure 6 shows the overall estimated two-slope func-

tions for Olnoise and ISTS when using different initial SNRs

in the adaptive procedure of experiment 1. For Olnoise, the

rating of perceived listening effort was almost identical for

the different initial SNRs, especially for the rating category

“extreme effort.” With decreasing effort, the distance

between the regression lines increased slightly. Even in the

area of the rating category “no effort,” however, the differ-

ence between the two-slope functions for the four initial

SNRs was maximally 2 dB. The SNR for each of the seven

labeled categories calculated from the estimated two-slope

functions of each individual subject and each initial SNR

was used as an input for the ANOVA for repeated measures.

No significant effect of the initial SNR [Greenhouse-Geisser

e¼ 0.540, F(1.621, 14.590)¼ 1.129, p¼ 0.355] and no inter-

action between the initial SNR and the rating categories

[Greenhouse-Geisser e¼ 0.149, F(2.684, 24.160)¼ 1.633,

p¼ 0.211] was found.

The overall estimated two-slope functions for ISTS for

the different initial SNR were also close to each other. The

maximum difference was approximately 2 dB for the rating

categories “extreme effort” and “no effort.” No significant dif-

ferences between the SNR values for each of the seven named

rating categories for the initial SNRs were found [ANOVA

for repeated measurements: F(2.759, 24.828)¼ 2.343,

p¼ 0.102] and also no interaction between initial SNR and

rating category was found [F(18, 162)¼ 1.199, p¼ 0.268].

C. Comparison of procedures

In Fig. 7, the estimated two-slope functions for both

measurement procedures, adaptive and static, respectively,

are shown for each subject and for both maskers. For this

comparison, the run of the adaptive procedure with the same

initial SNR as the randomly selected initial SNR in the static

procedure was used. Irrespective of the procedure used, the

quality measure Rp
2 was above 0.734 in all cases.

In most of the cases, the comparison of the respective

estimated two-slope functions for both procedures revealed

similar results. Input for an ANOVA for repeated measures

were the SNR values for each category calculated from the

estimated two-slope function of each measurement procedure

(adaptive or static). The ANOVA supported the similarity

between the procedures [F(1, 9)¼ 0.962, p¼ 0.352 for ISTS

and F(1, 9)¼ 1.402, p¼ 0.267 for Olnoise]. Nevertheless, for

three subjects (S1, S2, S5), the predetermined SNR range in

the static procedure did not cover the entire scale from “no

effort” (1 ESCU) to “extreme effort” (13 ESCU). Hence, sev-

eral categories were not used as responses by these subjects.

The most extreme case, subject S2, did not use the rating cate-

gories from 1 ESCU to 6 ESCU during the static procedure.

The adaptive procedure avoided this shortcoming by adjusting

the SNR range during the run and resulted in responses for

categories not covered by the static procedure that used prede-

fined SNR ranges.

D. Comparison of maskers

The results of the adaptive procedure used for four

maskers in experiment 2 are shown as overall estimated two-

slope functions in Fig. 8. The perceived listening effort

depended on the masker. Within fluctuating and stationary

masker types, listening effort was rated for both maskers in

each type as similarly effortful and the estimated two-slope

functions were approximately parallel. In contrast, in com-

parison to those of the stationary maskers, the estimated

two-slope functions of the fluctuating maskers were shifted

to lower SNR values. Especially in the case of higher listen-

ing effort, the same SNR value was perceived as less effort-

ful in fluctuating than in stationary maskers. The difference

between the estimated two-slope functions amounted to up

to about 10 dB for the rating category “extreme effort.” The

difference between the estimated two-slope functions

decreased with decreasing listening effort and resulted in

approx. 3 dB for the category “no effort.” The differences

between the SNRs of the rating categories for the four

maskers were statistically significant [ANOVA for repeated

measurements: Greenhouse-Geisser e¼ 0.613, F(1.838,

FIG. 4. Individual estimated two-slope functions for the rated listening

effort of each subject (dashed grey lines) and mean estimated two-slope

functions (solid black lines) using the maskers Olnoise (left) and ISTS

(right) and the adaptive procedure. The marker size for the rating category

“only noise” (o.n.) visualizes the frequency of use for this response.
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23.890)¼ 28.882, p< 0.001] and also an interaction between

maskers and rating category was found [Greenhouse-Geisser

e¼ 0.132, F(2.380, 30.934)¼ 38.861, p< 0.001]. Post hoc t-
tests, taking the Bonferroni correction into account, showed

that the results of the fluctuating maskers were significantly

different to the results of the stationary maskers (p< 0.001).

Within the respective sets, however, no statistically signifi-

cant differences were ascertainable.

E. Intra-individual and inter-individual standard
deviations

For the calculation of the intra- and inter-individual

standard deviations for each masker, the SNR values for the

rating categories “no effort,” “very little effort,” “little

effort,” “moderate effort,” “considerable effort,” “very much

effort,” and “extreme effort” taken from the fitted curves

were used. The intra-individual standard deviation was

calculated from the three measurement sessions for each

subject. Results for one rating category and one masker con-

dition were determined by averaging the intra-individual

standard deviations of all subjects (see Table IV, left col-

umns). In comparison, the inter-individual standard devia-

tion was calculated for each session and averaged over all

sessions (see Table IV, right columns). With increasing

effort, the intra-individual standard deviations and the inter-

individual standard deviations decreased until the minimum

was achieved at the rating categories “considerable effort” to

“very much effort.” Taking all maskers together, the largest

differences (of about 4 dB) between the two types of stan-

dard deviations were observed independent of the masker

type for the rating category “no effort.” The smallest differ-

ences of around 0.8 dB and 2.5–3.0 dB were observed for the

stationary and the fluctuating maskers at the rating category

“extreme effort,” respectively.

FIG. 5. Overall estimated two-slope

function (solid line) and the mean SNR

values in each rating category (dashed

line) using the maskers Olnoise (top)

and ISTS (bottom). The marker size

visualizes the frequency of use for

each response.
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F. Test-retest reliability

Figure 9 shows overall estimated two-slope functions

for all four maskers and all three sessions. For all maskers,

the estimated two-slope functions for all sessions were very

similar, but were slightly shifted for the first session relative

to session two and three for the maskers Olnoise and IFFM.

The results for the three sessions for the masker IFFM

showed the largest difference, with about 3.4 dB at the rating

category “moderate effort” (7 ESCU). The highest similarity

was observed for the cafeteria masker, with a difference

between the regression lines of less than 1.3 dB.

An ANOVA for repeated measures supported the simi-

larity between the SNRs of the rating categories for Olnoise,

Cafeteria, and Icra5–250 [Greenhouse-Geisser e¼ 0.716,

F(1.432, 18.619)¼ 1.905, p¼ 0.183 for Olnoise, F(2,

26)¼ 0.010, p¼ 0.990 for Cafeteria, and F(2, 26)¼ 0.179,

p¼ 0.837 for Icra5–250] and revealed a statistically signifi-

cant difference for IFFM [F(2, 26)¼ 4.673, p¼ 0.018]. A

post hoc paired comparison t-test with the adjusted signifi-

cance level using the Bonferroni correction supported a sta-

tistically significant differences between the first and second

session for IFFM (p¼ 0.041).

The intra-class correlation coefficient (see Table V) sup-

ported the similarity between the estimated two-slope functions

for all three sessions (p< 0.002 for all conditions). Most of the

coefficients were above 0.84, with three exceptions for the rat-

ing category “very much effort” (IFFM and Icra5-250) and

“extreme effort” (Icra5–250). The mean intra-class correlation

coefficient for all maskers was about 0.87. A comparison of the

mean intra-class correlation coefficient of each masker revealed

the highest value (0.923) for the masker Olnoise and the lowest

value (0.831) for the Icra5-250 masker.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Individual fits

For the aggregation of the subjectively perceived listening

effort for each individual listener in each masker, two-slope

functions were fitted to the data points using the BX model.

The high Rp
2 values as representative measures for the good-

ness of fit for each subject showed that the estimated two-slope

functions using the BX fitting method resulted in a satisfactory

approximation. Only for one subject were Rp
2 values below 0.8

observed for both maskers. Individual observation of this sub-

ject’s ratings as a function of the SNRs did not reveal any sys-

tematic deviations, but rather a broader scatter of the ratings in

comparison to other subjects; this had a negative impact on the

fitting of the two-slope function. Therefore, future implementa-

tions of this adaptive method might automatically delete out-

liers, to improve the estimations of the two-slope functions. In

general, however, a two-slope function was appropriate to rep-

resent the data. The form of the function leads to consider that

effort is not a linearly scaled construct at least for part of the lis-

teners and in some masker conditions. Effort can grow more

rapidly or more slowly at different parts of the effort range.

Alternatively, the perceptual labeling of effort ratings might not

be linear instead of the effort itself. Those two possibilities can-

not be distinguished based on the data in this study.

The present contribution only shows data for NH sub-

jects, and it cannot be concluded from these results that data

from HI subjects can also be approximated by a two-slope

function. The similar fitting function for NH and HI subjects

in the ACALOS procedure (Brand and Hohmann, 2002)

may, however, indicate the possible applicability of the two-

slope function for HI listeners in the ACALES procedure.

B. Comparison of initial SNRs

The goal of the first phase of the adaptive procedure was

to find the SNRs of the boundaries that correspond to the rat-

ings “no effort” and “extreme effort.” To explore whether an

initial SNR value for the first presentation near one of the

boundaries might influence the outcomes, different initial

SNRs were investigated. A comparison for each masker

showed that the initial SNR had no significant effect on the

subjective listening effort ratings. This indicates that the ini-

tial SNR is not used as an anchor for medium ratings and it

can be chosen without influencing the results. This result

might be especially important for HI listeners with different

hearing loss and different speech recognition in noise.

Nevertheless, for comparison reasons, using the same initial

SNR for the evaluation of subjective behavior or hearing aid

algorithms is recommended.

C. Comparison of procedures

The comparison of the respective estimated two-slope

functions for both procedures revealed no statistically signif-

icant differences between the static procedure with constant

stimuli and the adaptive procedure. Nevertheless, due to the

large inter-individual differences in subjectively perceived

listening effort, the predetermined SNR range in the static

procedure did not cover the entire range of possible listening

effort ratings from “no effort” to “extreme effort” for three

subjects. Consequently, these subjects did not use the cate-

gories between “no effort and “very little effort” or

“moderate effort.” This response pattern deviated from the

expectation that subjects tend to use the entire range of the

FIG. 6. Overall estimated two-slope functions for different initial SNRs in

Olnoise (black lines) and in ISTS (grey lines). The different line styles represent

different initial SNRs. For ISTS the initial SNRs were �20 dB, �10 dB, 0 dB,

and 10 dB. Initial SNRs for Olnoise were �5 dB, 0 dB, þ5 dB, andþ10 dB.
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response scale for the presented range of stimuli, resulting in

a possible bias if both ranges do not match (e.g., see

Zielinski, 2016). Both effects, coverage of only a part of the

response scale and response bias, are shortcomings of the

static procedure, which were resolved by the adaptive proce-

dure using individually determined SNR ranges.

An advantage of the new adaptive procedure is that no

separate pretests are necessary to determine the required range

of SNRs. van Schoonhoven et al. (2016) used the static version

of the categorical ratings of listening effort and other methods,

such as localization and speech intelligibility, to evaluate the

benefit of binaural amplification with different noise setups for

NH and two groups of HI listeners. For each group of subjects,

they used a different static SNR range. However, in their

study, the listening effort ratings showed the largest effect

sizes for a binaural benefit for subjects with mild hearing

losses. Since van Schoonhoven et al. (2016) demonstrated the

applicability of subjective listening effort ratings for NH and

HI subjects in the evaluation of hearing aid algorithms, a simi-

lar applicability is expected for the ACALES method while

avoiding preselection of the SNR range.

D. Comparison of maskers

The adaptive procedure for listening effort showed that

fluctuating and stationary maskers provoke significantly dif-

ferent ratings, especially in lower SNR ranges, resulting in

different slopes for these masker types. This was in agree-

ment with speech intelligibility measurements, which typi-

cally result in lower slopes for fluctuating and higher slopes

FIG. 7. Comparison of the adaptive

(solid lines) and static (dashed lines)

procedure in Olnoise (black) and ISTS

(grey) for each subject. The rating cat-

egory “no effort” corresponds to 1

ESCU, “moderate effort” to 7 ESCU

and “extreme effort” to 13 ESCU. In

this figure, ratings for “only noise” are

not presented, to improve visibility of

the data.
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for stationary maskers (Wagener and Brand, 2005). The two

maskers of each masker type (fluctuating or stationary)

showed no significant differences in terms of the rated listen-

ing effort, although the masker’s content, especially for the

fluctuating type, was quite different.

Differences in subjective listening effort between speech

as a masker and continuous speech-shaped noise were also

reported by H€allgren et al. (2005). However, they reported

higher effort ratings for the fluctuating speech as a masker. A

possible explanation might be that they presented the stimuli

at a rather positive SNR of þ10 dB. In this study, subjective

listening effort is lower in the fluctuating masker IFFM com-

pared to the stationary masker Olnoise. However, the differ-

ence seems to be larger for lower than for higher SNRs. A

similar result was found by Devocht et al. (2016) for bimodal

CI users. They presented sentences of the Dutch matrix test in

fluctuating and stationary noise. In agreement with our study,

they found lower ratings for the fluctuating masker at low

SNRs and similar ratings for high SNRs and suggested that

the relationship between intelligibility and listening effort is

quite different for stationary and fluctuating noise.

E. Intra-individual and inter-individual standard
deviations

The inter-individual standard deviation of 7.2 dB for the

NH listeners tested in this study was much larger than the

intra-individual standard deviation of 2.9 dB. As the intra-

individual is nearly three times smaller than the inter-

individual standard deviation we conclude that individual

differences in perception can be resolved by the ACALES

procedure.

For a categorical loudness scaling procedure with a

numerical scale from 1 to 8, Robinson and Gatehouse (1996)

observed an intra-listener standard deviation for NH subjects

between 3.5 and 7.3 dB, depending on the stimulus level.

They regarded these deviations as good enough to recom-

mend the application of the procedure. Since the intra-

individual standard deviation of the ACALES procedure was

even smaller than found for categorical loudness scaling,

their recommendation should also apply here.

Johnson et al. (2015) demonstrated that self-reported

measures of listening effort were a reliable measure to distin-

guish between SNRs. They used the same categorical scale

as in this study for subjective listening effort ratings during a

speech recognition test and compared it with a word recall

task. As the subjective method was more sensitive to

changes in SNR (in steps of 2 dB), they provided a rationale

for preferring the self-report measure of listening effort over

the word recall measure.

The cause of the large inter-individual differences is

unclear. Even when using the same instructions, the inter-

individual differences in SNR values, particularly for the rat-

ing category “no effort,” revealed deviations in the criterion

for an effortless situation. This criterion was individually

established, since no anchor was provided with the instruc-

tions. At the other end of the scale, the category beyond

“extreme effort,” which was labeled as “only noise” and was

meant for situations when no speech cues were perceived,

might be regarded as an anchor. The listeners were informed

that a listening situation could be regarded as “effortless”

when they were able to follow the speaker for a longer time

period without effort, but comparisons such as, e.g., “as effort-

less as…” were not presented. The inter-individual differences

might be reduced by offering examples for different catego-

ries, e.g., for “no effort” and “extreme effort,” but these exam-

ples might provoke bias and were therefore avoided.

F. Test-retest reliability

The mean intra-class correlation coefficient for all

noises was above 0.9. Overall, the correlation was higher for

lower effort ratings, which correspond to higher SNRs. When

FIG. 8. Comparison of rated listening effort for Cafeteria (solid grey line),

Icra5-250 (dashed black line), IFFM (dashed grey line), and Olnoise (solid

black line). The black dots represent the use of rating category “only noise”

(o.n.) for the fluctuating maskers (Icra5-250 and IFFM) and the grey dots for

the stationary maskers (Olnoise and Cafeteria).

TABLE IV. Results of the intra- and the inter-individual standard deviation for the rating category “no effort,” “very little effort,” “little effort,” “moderate

effort,” “considerable effort,” “very much effort,” and “extreme effort” in four maskers.

Intra-individual standard deviation in dB (mean) Inter-individual standard deviation in dB (mean)

Olnoise Cafeteria IFFM Icra5-250 Mean Olnoise Cafeteria IFFM Icra5-250 Mean

No effort 1.9 2.5 3.8 2.5 2.7 5.9 5.8 7.8 6.5 6.5

Very little effort 1.5 2.0 3.3 2.2 2.2 5.1 5.0 7.4 6.2 6.0

Little effort 1.2 1.6 2.8 2.1 1.9 4.5 4.4 7.2 6.2 5.6

Moderate effort 1.2 1.3 2.5 2.2 1.8 3.8 3.7 6.8 6.0 5.1

Considerable effort 1.2 1.2 2.4 2.3 1.7 2.9 2.7 5.9 5.5 4.3

Very much effort 1.0 1.1 2.5 2.3 1.7 2.0 2.0 5.3 5.2 3.6

Extreme effort 1.0 1.3 2.8 2.4 1.9 1.9 2.0 5.3 5.4 3.7
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using a categorical loudness scaling procedure, Robinson and

Gatehouse (1996) also observed an improvement in intra-

listener standard deviation with increasing level from 7.3 to

3.5 dB. A lower test-retest reliability for lower SNRs seems to

contradict a possible anchor-effect at “extreme effort” or

“only noise,” as discussed in the previous paragraph. On the

other hand, the OLSA is known to be affected by learning

effects (Schlueter et al., 2016). An increased familiarization

with the speech material might impact ratings in the area of

the threshold for speech recognition more than in the area of

speech recognition scores of 100%.

Luts et al. (2010) used the static version of the listening

effort rating procedure. They evaluated different single-

channel noise reduction algorithms by means of speech intel-

ligibility tests, preference ratings, and listening effort ratings.

In the listening effort and preference ratings, but not in the

intelligibility tests, a subjective benefit of single channel

noise reduction was found. All measurements were carried

out during two visits and the test-retest reliability was calcu-

lated for distinct SNRs and ranged from 0.6 to 1.2 scale

units. As they transformed the ratings on the same categori-

cal scale to values from 0 to 6, instead of from 1 to 13 as in

our study, this corresponds to 1.2 to 2.4 ESCUs. In the pre-

sent analysis, the SNR axis was used to calculate test-retest

differences in dB SNR for the rating category “no effort”

instead of calculating the test-retest reliability in ESCUs.

The differences ranged from 1.7 to 3.7 dB. However, when

using the slope of the mean functions for the different

maskers, this range in dB corresponds to a test-retest vari-

ability of 1.0 to 3.3 ESCUs, which is in reasonable agree-

ment with Luts’ data.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A new method for measuring self-reported listening

effort was presented: the Adaptive Categorical Listening

FIG. 9. Comparison of the results measured on the first (black line), second (grey line), and third (dashed grey line) session for Olnoise, Cafeteria, IFFM and

Icra5-250 maskers.

TABLE V. Intra-class correlation coefficients calculated with the “two way mixed” model and the “absolute agreement” type for average measures.

Intra-class correlation coefficient for rating category

No effort Very little effort Little effort Moderate effort Considerable effort Very much effort Extreme effort Mean

Olnoise 0.929 0.953 0.964 0.952 0.926 0.876 0.858 0.923

Cafeteria 0.853 0.887 0.918 0.930 0.916 0.840 0.754 0.871

IFFM 0.869 0.902 0.920 0.916 0.880 0.808 0.743 0.863

Icra5-250 0.896 0.908 0.905 0.879 0.820 0.732 0.676 0.831
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Effort Scaling (ACALES). The new method was tested with

two groups of NH subjects in four different background

maskers. The following conclusions can be made:

• The ACALES procedure is easy and fast. It was accom-

plishable by all subjects and no separate pretests were

required to determine a valid SNR range.
• The procedure captures individual differences in subjec-

tive listening effort. Hence, more data in the relevant

range of SNRs can be collected and a detailed overview of

the individually perceived range of listening effort is

obtained.
• The results are independent of the initial SNR, facilitating

the applicability to different groups of subjects.
• The procedure is able to resolve differences between sta-

tionary and fluctuating maskers, revealing that the station-

ary maskers are subjectively perceived as more effortful.
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